
CHRISTMAS DISH TOWELS ON A CRICKET LOOM 

INSTRUCTOR: MARY WHITED 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 5TH 7-9:00 P.M. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12TH 7-8:00 P.M.  

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19TH 7-8:00 P.M. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 26TH 7-8:00 P.M. 

BROWN SHEEP FIBER ARTS SCHOOLHOUSE 
 

 

 

 

 

CLASS DESCRIPTION: 

Do you want something special to dress up your kitchen for the holidays?  

Or perhaps a gift (or four) for someone special?  Join us for weaving four Christmas dish towels on a Cricket Loom.  In 

this class you will learn to direct warp a 15” Rigid Heddle Loom and weave four different towels on one warp. This is a 

wonderful opportunity to try out the fascinating art of weaving.  We hope that you will be excited enough about this 

ancient art to continue learning with us at the Brown Sheep Fiber Arts Schoolhouse. 

 

There are four sessions in this class.  Session one (2 hours) will show you how to direct warp a Rigid Heddle loom and 

plain weave your first towel. In session two, three and four (1 hour each) you will learn a pick-up technique and a color 

technique to make three additional towels.  The schoolhouse will provide Cricket Looms or you may bring your own, if 

you have one.  Studio time will be available between classes so you can work on your towels; studio times will be 

announced. 

 

 

SKILL LEVEL: Beginner; no experience needed 

 

MAXIMUM CLASS SIZE: 6 

 

SUPPLIES TO BRING:  

A 15” rigid heddle loom if you have one 

The Schoolhouse will have Cricket Looms available for use in class and studio time (numbers are limited). 

Cricket Looms are available for purchase at the Brown Sheep mill store. 

Tape measure and scissors 

 

HOMEWORK TO COMPLETE BEFORE CLASS: none 

CLASS FEE: $60 

 

MATERIALS FEE:  $15 

Includes all yarn needed for towels 



 
INSTRUCTOR BIO: 
I learned to knit at about the age of 10 from my Grandmother, Blanch 
Holiday.  Those first lessons didn’t stick very well as I don’t remember knitting 
much at all until my freshman year in college.  I decided then I needed a 
warm Aran style sweater.  Study buddies were knitting during exam study 
breaks so I decided to join them.  By summer time the sweater was complete, 
bobbles and all.  It was also way too warm and the bobbles landed in 
unfortunate spots.  Fast forward 3 years and I was expecting my first 
child.  The knitting bug bit again and I was hooked.  Tiny hats and sweaters 
began to appear.  Several years later a dear friend introduced me to spinning 
and weaving.  Little did we know what a monster we were creating. 

 
I have been teaching knitting and spinning for about 15 years.  Four years ago I moved to Scottsbluff to be close to 
family.  What a bonus my discovery of Brown Sheep Yarns was!  I volunteered to teach a class in Double Knitting at the 
Fiber Festival and later joined the Board. 
I am super excited to be teaching at the Brown Sheep Fiber Arts Schoolhouse. 

 

  

E-MAIL ADDRESS:  mawspin@gmail.com 

 

 

 


